
MATH 110, Mathematis and Musi, Spring 2006The Monohord Lab: Length Versus PithThe goal of this lab projet is for you to explore the relationship between the length of astring and the pith sounded when the string is pluked. The devie you will use to investigatethis relationship is alled a monohord. You will rereate a famous musial sale known as thePythagorean Sale from 6th entury BC. One you have ompleted the �rst portion of the lab, Iwill hek your work before passing out the seond part of the lab.You should work in a group of four to �ve people (one monohord per group) answering questionsand �lling in your results as you omplete the lab. Please turn in one lab report per group, listingthe names of all the members at the top of the �rst page. After the lab is omplete, we will performsome simple piees of musi as a lass. Before beginning the lab, please read the safety instrutionsbelow.1 SAFETY� The end of the string is sharp. Be areful when handling the monohord near the tuner endof the instrument.� Over-tightening the string may ause it to break, allowing the two broken piees to y aroundsomewhat. The broken ends will be sharp, so handle any broken string arefully. Keep yourfae away from the string so that you do not get hit in the eye by a breaking string. Whenre-stringing the instrument, wear safety glasses and keep your eyes at least one string-length(60 m) away from the instrument.� This instrument is not for \twanging" as rok guitarists play their instruments. This typeof playing may generate a louder sound, but the string life is redued signi�antly. Plenty ofsound may be generated with just a gentle \pik" of the string.2 The Pythagorean SaleAs legend goes, the great Greek mathematiian and philosopher Pythagoras was walking by ablaksmiths shop when he notied that ertain sounds of the hammers on the anvils sounded moreonsonant than others. Upon investigation, he disovered that the nier sounds ame from hammerswhose weights were in simple proportions like 2 : 1, 3 : 2 and 4 : 3. After further musial experimentswith strings and lutes (see the woodut from Franhino Gafurio 1492 on page 12 of the ourse text),he and his followers (the Pythagoreans) beame onvined that basi musial harmony ould beexpressed through simple ratios of whole numbers. Their general belief was that the lower thenumbers in the ratio, the better the notes sounded together. Thus, the natural building bloks ofmathematis (small whole numbers) were aligned with the natural interval relationships used toreate harmonious musi! This helps explain the devotion of the Pythagoreans to rational numbers,numbers that an be expressed as the ratio of two integers.Using the monohord, you will investigate this Pythagorean belief and �nd the ratios used in theoldest musial sale, the Pythagorean Sale. The goal is to investigate the relationship betweenthe length of the string vibrating and the pith produed.1



2.1 Part I: Simple Ratios1. You an hange the tension T of the string by tightening the lever at the right-end of themonohord. What happens to the pith as you tighten the string?2. Plae the sliding fret exatly at 30 m. Hold one �nger over the fret and pluk the stringgently. What is the relationship between the pith of this note versus the note produedwithout the fret? If you are not sure about the relationship, you an try �nding the noteson the piano although you will �rst have to \tune" the monohord (on the open, unfrettedstring) to a note on the piano.3. Plae the sliding fret exatly at 15 m, hold the string down over the fret and pluk thesmaller portion of the string (so you are vibrating a string of length 15 m.) What is thepith relationship between this tone and the one obtained by pluking a string of length 30m? What is the relationship between the 15 m pith and the open pluked string (60 m)?4. Plae the sliding fret exatly at 20 m, hold the string down over the fret and pluk eahstring (20 m and 40 m). What is the relationship between these two pithes? Draw animportant onlusion:By utting the length of the string in half, we (raise or lower) the pith by(what interval)?5. Next, investigate what happens if the string lengths are at a ratio of 2 : 3. In other words,hanging the string length to 2=3 its original value does what to the pith? Be sure to plukthe orret side of the string. Hint: What is two-thirds of 60?6. Next, investigate what happens if the string lengths are at a ratio of 3 : 4. In other words,hanging the string length to 3=4 its original value does what to the pith? Again, be sureto pluk the orret side of the string. How ould you have predited this answer from theprevious two questions?
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2.2 Part 2: Ratios for the Pythagorean SaleGiven the ground work we've done above, you are ready to play the entire Pythagorean sale.However, although it sounds like the usual diatoni major sale, it will not sound as \in tune" asthe sale on the piano. We will learn why later.Assuming that you orretly ompleted Part 1 of the lab, you have disovered three importantfats:1. String lengths in a ratio of 1 : 2 are an otave apart. Spei�ally, utting the length of thestring in half, raises the pith an otave. Conversely, doubling the length of the string, lowersthe pith an otave.2. String lengths in a ratio of 2 : 3 are a perfet �fth apart. Spei�ally, utting the length ofthe string by two-thirds, raises the pith a perfet �fth.3. String lengths in a ratio of 3 : 4 are a perfet fourth apart. Spei�ally, utting the length ofthe string by three-quarters, raises the pith a perfet fourth.Note the musial simpliity above. Simple ratios lead to the \perfet" intervals of an otave,�fth and fourth. It is no aident that these are preisely the same intervals whih omposers beganusing hundreds of years ago (Gregorian hant used otaves, Medieval polyphony used fourths and�fths.) It is also no surprise that these are the standard intervals used in popular musi (I - IV - V)sine they \sound nie." We will see why these intervals are so pleasing when we study the waveequation and the overtone series.It is also important to note that Fat 3 above is superuous in the sense that it follows fromFats 1 and 2. Suppose that the open string at 60m sounds middle C on the piano. Then by Fat1, a string of length 30m will sound the C an otave higher than middle C, all it C'. By Fat2, a string of length 40 m will sound the G above middle C (a perfet �fth higher.) Now, theinterval between G and C' (G being the lower note) is a perfet fourth. Sine the ratio betweenthe two strings sounding G and C' is 30 : 40 or 3 : 4 we have derived Fat 3 from Fats 1 and 2.Alternatively, 30 = 3=4 � 40 so utting the G string by a fator of 3=4 makes it 30 m long, thelength for C', and raises the pith a perfet fourth.The goal for this setion of the lab is to �ll out the remaining ratios in the Pythagorean sale.The sale is essentially the same as the major sale exept the string lengths are slightly di�erentfrom the modern ones. We an derive this sale using only Fats 1 and 2 above in a fashion similarto the Cirle of Fifths. For example, to �nd the seond note of the sale, we go up two perfet�fths from the toni and then down an otave. If the starting note is middle C, then up a perfet�fth gives G and then up another perfet �fth gives D'. We then go down an otave to get the noteD. Using the ratios given in Fats 1 and 2, what fration of the full string do we take to obtainthe seond note of the sale? Use a alulator to �nd the atual length of the string (round to twodeimal plaes) and play it with the open string to hear the �rst two notes of the sale (Do andRe).The next note to �nd would be the sixth of the sale sine that is a perfet �fth above theseond. From there we an �nd the third and �nally the seventh note of the sale, the leading tone.Fill out the table below as you �nd the lengths and ratios of the string. When you have found theomplete sale, play it and see if you an hear any di�erenes with the sale on the piano.
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Sale Degree Solfege Syllable Interval Ratio Length in m1 Do unison 11 � 60 602 Re major seond3 Mi major third4 Fa perfet fourth 34 � 60 455 Sol perfet �fth 23 � 60 406 La major sixth7 Ti major seventh1 Do otave 12 � 60 30Table 1: The lengths and ratios of the Pythagorean sale.
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1. Now that you have ompleted the table, do you notie anything interesting about the ratiosin olumn 4? Write the prime fatorization for the numerator and denominator for eah ratio.For example, 3=4 = 3=22.
2. Using your table, what is the ratio of string lengths whih are a whole-step apart? You shouldhek all �ve whole-steps in the sale. This ratio, all it w, is the fator you would multiplythe length by to raise the pith a whole-step. Express w as a ratio of two integers.
3. Using your table, what is the ratio of string lengths whih are a half-step apart? You shouldhek the two half-steps in the sale. This ratio, all it h, is the fator you would multiplythe length by to raise the pith a half-step. Express h as a ratio of two integers (you mighthoose to use the prime fatorization of the numerator and denominator.)
4. Knowing that two half-steps is equivalent to a whole step, it should be true that h2 = w. Notethat h is squared beause we must multiply twie to raise the pith two half-steps. Computethe value of h2=w. The fat that this value is not equal to one is a problem! If two half-stepsdo not equal one whole step, how an we expet to play in a di�erent key? How do we sharpor at a note? This is why the Pythagorean sale is no longer used. The value of h2=w isalled the Pythagorean Comma.
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